Writer’s Tool
Definition
Frames for Use in Analytical Writing
Allusion
A reference to a current or historical event, another text or artifact outside of the text deepens understanding.  
Note: Vast reading and media exposure help people see allusion.
The allusion to _______reinforces the idea _____________________
The author alludes to ________ in order to _____________________

Alliteration/Assonance
Alliteration, the repetition of consonant sounds, and assonance, the repetition of vowel sounds, contribute to the sound of the piece and help to create mood or atmosphere.  
Other sounds in text also 
impact mood.

	The alliteration of _____________ contributes to the ______ mood of the poem because _____________ 

The alliterative quality of _______ assists in the _________________  
	The poet uses assonance in the phrase “___________” in order to _______________ (page; line).  
Characterization
Authors portray or describe characters through actions, exposition (description), physical characteristics and dialogue.
Reminder: The exposition of a story describes initial aspects and lays the foundation for the story.  
	________________ , surprisingly characterized as ______, provides the understanding _____________   

The characterization of ______ as ______ reveals _______________ 
	The ___________ of the character establishes his  ________attitude.


Figurative Language: Metaphor, Simile, Personification, Symbol, Hyperbole, Understatement 
  *Not a comprehensive list*
Figurative language creates comparisons, connects ideas in the text to concrete images, or distorts ideas in the text.  Figurative language intends to enhance visualization and understanding of concepts in the text.
	The __________ is a metaphor for ______, revealing _____________

The author communicates ______ metaphorically, which connects to ___________________________
The metaphorical _______ reveals ___________________________
	The author’s understatement about ______ indicates _____________
The author personifies ______ in order to _____________________
	The hyperbolic language of ______ reveals _______________
______symbolizes ___________, revealing ___________________

Foreshadowing
The author lays clues in the text that suggest future events.
	The __________ foreshadows the story’s ending because _________

The foreshadowing of _________ enhances an understanding of ___________________________

Irony
The opposite of a natural expectation occurs.  
	Ironically, ___________________

The irony of ___________ reveals  ___________________________  
	The ironic ______ exposes______

Juxtaposition
An author puts two things next to each other in order to elicit a connection and thereby provoke thought or feeling.
	The author juxtaposes ______and ______ in order to ____________

The juxtaposition of _______and ______ creates_______________

Mood
Mood refers to the atmosphere, the feeling, created in a text.  Like an author’s tone, mood results from the use of tools.
	The mood created in ______ contributes to ________, which shows______________________

The mood created through ______ demonstrates ________________ 

Syntax
Syntax refers to sentence structure. Authors may use fragments or extra long sentences filled with dashes or semi-colons.  Authors may use techniques such as listing, repetition, parallel structure in order create a mood or emphasize a point.
	The author repeats ______in order to convey ___________________

The author uses sentence fragments in this passage to_____ 
	With so many run-on sentences, the syntax in this passage creates a ______feeling, showing ________ 
Theme
The author reveals his/her message and attitude (tone) in the text.  A theme will not be one word.  For example, prejudice is a topic, not a theme.  
	The theme of _________ suggests ___________________________
	The novel’s theme, ___________, indicates ____________________

	The repeated references to the theme of, revealed by _________, demonstrates ________________  


Tone
An author’s attitude toward a subject (happy, light, serious, angry, cynical, sarcastic, satirical, etc.) is referred to as tone.  Like mood, tone results from the use of tools.    
	The author creates a _______tone  through the use of ____________

	The author’s ______tone, revealed through the use of ____________, indicates____________________ 





